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1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a finite group and let  be a set of prime numbers. Denote by
       G the order of G and by G the -part of G , respectively. Let Q 
   and Z  be the algebraic extensions made by adding  by G th root of
unity to the rational field Q and the integer ring Z, respectively. For any
    p  , let R     ,  Z  , and for any ideal  of Z  , ifp
4  p  , then   be the p-adic integer ring of Q  with the relative
residue field F . Set R  R .p  p p
  Ž . ŽDEFINITION Iizuka . A nonempty subset B of Irr G is called a char-
. Ž .acter -block of G, if for any p  , B is a union of character p-blocks,
and B is the minimal such union.
 By 7, Definition , that B is a -block is equivalent to that eB
1 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ý Ý  1  g g is a primitive idempotent of Z R G . De-   B gG G
Ž .note by Blk G the set of -blocks of G. Say a generalized character  of
G is in a -block B, if all its irreducible components are in B.
Ž . Ž .Let D G and C G be the decomposition matrix and the Cartan matrix
Ž   .of -blocks of G, respectively see 10 and Section 2 below . By means of
orthogonality of characters in -blocks, Staszewski gives the elementary
Ž .  divisors of C G in R 10, 2.4 . In Section 3, we prove that the elementary
Ž .divisors of C G in R that Staszewski gives are actually in the integer
Ž .ring Z; thus the elementary divisors of D G in Z are 1.
Ž .In Section 4, we prove that the number of characters k B in a -block
1 2Ž .B is not greater than 1	 d B if B has a -height zero character,4
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Ž . Ž .where d B is the -defect of B. And we prove Ker BO Ker  
Ž .  Ker
O G for any  B, which generalizes 10, 4.6 . Whenever G is 
-separable, Ker BKer 	 holds for any principal indecomposable char-j
Ž .acter 	 in B see the end of Section 4 below , and we get a property ofj
the intersection of kernels of B characters in B; these results generalize 
 5, Proposition 1; 4, 5.8.2 , respectively.
The -block Clifford theorem is considered by some people under
 suitable conditions. Staszewski 10, 6.3 discusses it in the case where N is
   a  -normal subgroup; Slattery 8, 2.10 and the author 12, 3.7 study it
whenever G is -separable. In Section 5, we prove that for any NG, the
-block Clifford theorem still holds, and correspondences between the
principal indecomposable characters and the -Brauer characters are
given.
Let NG and GGN; in Section 6, we generalize the statements
about the relationship between p-blocks in G and G to the -block
 theory, which generalizes 12, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 .
2. BACKGROUND
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Let M G be the Z-module generated by Irr G and let M G be the
Z-module formed by all the generalized characters of G which vanish on
Ž .Ž . Ž p.Ž .  4-singular elements. We write M G as M G for  p ; then
Ž . Ž p .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .M G  M G  M G for any p   . Set M G * 
Ž Ž . . Ž . Ž p.Ž . Ž .Ž .Hom M G , Z , the dual of M G , and M G *, M G * similarly.Z
  Ž .Ž . Ž Ž .  .By 6, 1.1 and 1.2 , M G Robinson denotes it by M G, 1 in 6 is the 
G Ž .Z-module generated by characters of the form Ind 
 , where 
 is aH
Ž .linear character of a Brauer elementary  -subgroup H of G, and the
Ž .Ž . Ž .Z-rank of M G is l G , the number of -regular conjugacy classes of
G.
  kŽG . Ž .By 10, 1.2 , there is a Z-basis 	 Ý d  , j 1, . . . , l G ofj i1 i j i
Ž .Ž . Ž .  Ž .4M G with d  Z and Irr G    i 1, . . . , k G , such that fori j i
Ž .each 	 there is a -block B with 	 being in B; denote by l B thej j
Ž . Ž .number of 	 ’s in a -block B. Then 	 , D G  d andj j i j kŽG . lŽG .
Ž . Ž . Ž .T Ž .C G  c D G D G are the so-called principal indecom-i j lŽG . lŽG .
posable characters, decomposition matrix, and Cartan matrix of all the
Ž . Ž .-blocks of G, respectively. Moreover, D G and C G may be arranged
Ž . Ž . Ž .into -blocks; for any B Blk G , denote by D B and C B the
decomposition matrix and the Cartan matrix of B, respectively. For a class
function  and a subset S of G, denote by  the restriction of  to S;S
Ž . Ž .Ž .more precisely, denote by r  M G the class function defined by 
Ž .Ž . Ž .r  x   x or 0 according to whether x belongs to G or not,   
Ž .1where G is the set of -regular elements in G. Let C G  
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Ž . Ž . lŽG . ,  Q, 1 i, j l G and call  Ý  	 , 1 ii j lŽG . lŽG . i j i j1 i j j
Ž .l G , the -Brauer characters of G. Note that, for the convenience of our
notation, here we have extended the usual definition of the -Brauer
characters, which is defined only on G , to G by the condition of 
Ž .vanishing on -singular elements of G. For any B Blk G , say that  j
Ž .is a -Brauer character of B if and only if 	 is in B. Denote by IBr Gj 
Ž .and IBr B the sets of the -Brauer characters of G and of B, respec-
tively.
 Whenever G is -separable, in 2 Isaacs defines B -characters of G, 
namely characters which can be induced by some  -special characters
Ž .from some subgroups, where a  -special character is an element in Irr G
which has  -degree, and, when restricted to a subnormal subgroup, all its
Ž .irreducible components have determinantal  -orders. Denote by B G 
Ž . Ž .the set of B -characters of G, and for any B Blk G , set B B  B    
Ž .
 B G ; then the -Brauer characters of G can be chosen as 
 Ž .  Ž .4r    B G , and the principal indecomposable characters in the  j j  
  Ž .4-blocks can be chosen as 	   B G , where 	 is the induction ofj j   j
a Fong character associated with  from a Hall  -subgroup to G. In thisj
paper, whenever G is -separable and we talk about the -Brauer charac-
Ž .ters and the principal indecomposable characters of -blocks of G or B ,
we always follow Isaacs’s approach.
Ž .If e is an idempotent in Z R G , then e determines an idempotentp
Ž .self-adjoint endomorphism of M G : for a p-block b, e is a primeb
Ž . Ž .idempotent in Z R G ; then, for any  Irr G , and, any principalp
indecomposable character 	, we have that e .  or 0, and e .		b b
or 0, respectively, according to whether  and 	 belong to b or not.
Ž .Moreover, by the p-block theory, if  b, r  can be expressed as ap
Q-linear combination of the principal indecomposable characters of b,
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .then e .r   r   r e . ; similarly, if  b, e .r   0b p p p b b p
Ž . Ž p.Ž . Ž p.Ž . Ž .r e . . So we have that e.M G M G for any e Z R G , andp b p
the idempotent endomorphism determined by e commutes with the map
Ž .r . In particular, for a -block idempotent e of Z R G , we have thatp B 
Ž p .Ž . Ž p .Ž . Ž .Ž .e . M G  M G for any p   and, since M G B
Ž p.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . M G , we get that e .M G M G ; moreover, this idem-p B
potent endomorphism commutes with the map r , since this map is the 
 4composition of r .p p
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Define M B  e .M G , formed by all the generalized charactersB
Ž .Ž .of B which vanish on -singular elements, and dually, M B *
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .e .M G *; then we have that M G  M B andB BBlk ŽG .Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž p.Ž .M G * M B *. Similarly, we may define M B BBlk ŽG .Ž p.Ž . Ž p.Ž . Ž p.Ž .e .M G and M B * e .M G * for a p  ; also we have thatB B
Ž p.Ž . Ž p.Ž . Ž p.Ž . Ž p.Ž .M b  e .M G and M b * e .M G * for a p-blockp b p bp p
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Ž . Ž p.Ž . Ž p.Ž .idempotent e in Z R G . Then we have that M B  M bb p pb  Bp pŽ p.Ž . Ž p.Ž .and M B * M b *.pb  Bp Ž . Ž . Ž .Considering the isomorphism M G M G * mapping M G to
    , where , denotes the usual scalar product, we have a map from
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .M G M G M G * to M G * by mapping 	 M G toj
   Ž .4 Ž .Ž .	 , , which is injective since 	  1 j l G is a basis of M G . Itj j
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .follows that Q M G Q M G * as Q-modules; in particu-Z Z
Ž p.Ž . Ž p.Ž .lar, Q M G Q M G * for any p  as Q-modules.Z Z
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.1. IBr B induces a Z-basis of M B * for B Blk G ; 
 4 lŽ B .  4 lŽ B .in particular, let 	 and  be the principal indecomposable charac-j j1 j j1
 ters and the -Brauer characters of B, respectiely. Then  , 	   , thei j i j
Kronecker symbol.
 4 lŽ B . Ž .Ž .Proof. By our definition, choose 	 as a Z-basis of M B . Thenj j1
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .TD B is the matrix of the inclusion M B M B . Therefore D B is
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .the matrix of the dual map M B *M B *, so that C B is the matrix
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .  4 lŽ B .of the injective map M B M B * in the dual basis; i.e., j j1
lŽ B . Ž . 4 Ž .  induces the dual basis of 	 in M B *. Thus  , 	   .j j1 i j i j
Ž . d Ž .For any B Blk G and any p  , consider the integer p  d B p
  d  Ž .  4such that G p  g.c.d.  1  B and call it the p-defect of B;p p
Ž .then d B is the greatest p-defect of the p-blocks in B. Call the integerp
Ž . Ž .   Ž .  Ž . d B Ł d B the -defect of B; then G d B  g.c.d.  1 p p 
4   Ž B , and by 10, 5.1 , if B has a defect group D defined in Definition
.   Ž .2.3 , then D  d B . For any  B, define the -height of  as
Ž . Ž . Ž .   Ž .h   d B  1 G and say that  is of -height zero if h   1.
  Ž .LEMMA 2.2 7, Lemma 1 . Let B be a subset of Irr G . Then B is a union
Ž . Ž .of -blocks if and only if Ý  y  z  0 for any -regular element y B
and any -singular element z of G.
Ž . For any p  and any B  Blk G , denote by  the centralp p Bp
Ž .character of F G associated with B and by d B the p-defect of B .p p p p p
ˆFor any x G, denote by C the sum of the elements of the conjugacyj j
class C of G containing x .j j
  Ž .DEFINITION 2.3 10, 5.1 . For any B Blk G , call a -subgroup D of
G a defect group of B if, for any p  , there exist a p-block B  B andp
 Ž .  Ž . Ž .a -regular element x of G, such that C x  d B  d B ,pj G j p p p
 ˆŽ . Ž . Ž Ž .. C  0, and Sly D  Syl C x .B j p G p G jp
   4 Ž .LEMMA 2.4 10, 5.4 . Let  p , . . . , p and B Blk G . For any p ,1 s  i
Ž . Ž .let B  B be a p -block with d B  d B , and D a defect group of B .p i p p p p pi i i i i i
If DD  D  D is a group, then D is a defect group of B.p p p1 2 s
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Ž . Ž .3. THE ELEMENTARY DIVISORS OF D G AND C G
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .THEOREM 3.1. For any B Blk G , M B *M B is isomorphic
Ž p.Ž . Ž p.Ž . Ž .to a subgroup of  M B *M B ; in particular, det C B diidesp
Ž . Ž . lŽ B . det C B and d B .p p
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Proof. We can view M G as a submodule of M G * by mapping
Ž .Ž .   Ž .Ž .   Ž .4	M G to 	, M G *. Choose  ,  1 j l G as a Z-j
Ž .Ž .   lŽG .  basis of M G * by Theorem 2.1; then 	 , Ý c  , , and one canj j1 i j j
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . lŽG .easily prove that M G *M G Ý Z as Z-modules for dj1 d jj
Ž .being the invariant factors of C G .
Ž p.Ž .   Ž .  For any M G with p  , G r G by 1, IV,2.1 , whereŽ p4.  
   4     Ž p.Ž .G is the  p part of G . The map G r : M G Ž p4. Ž p4.  
Ž .Ž .   Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .M G sending  to G r  induces a map M G *M GŽ p4.  
Ž p. Ž p.Ž . Ž .  M G *M G sending f to f G r . Indeed, if f 4Ž p4.  
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .  M G M G *, set f 	, ; then, for any
Ž p.  M G , f G r Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ž p4.  
      	 , G r   G 	 ,  ,Ž .Ž p4. Ž p4. 
Ž   .   Ž p.Ž .so f G r  G fM G . Thus, the definition of thisŽ p4. Ž p4. 
map is independent of the choice of the representative of f.
Ž   . Ž p.Ž . Ž   .Moreover, if f G r M G and we set f G rŽ p4. Ž p4.   
  Ž p.Ž .   Ž   Ž .. 	, , then, for any M G , we have 	,   f G r Ž p4.  
Ž   Ž Ž ...  Ž .   Ž .Ž . f G r r   	, r  , so that f G r M GŽ p4. Ž p4.       
  Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .and therefore G f  M G . For any  M G  M G *,Ž p4.
Ž .  Ž . Ž .  G r   M G by 1, IV,2.1 ; thus, for any element f   
Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .  M G *M G , the order of f divides G . So, for a p-element f of
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .     Ž .Ž .M G *M G , this order divides G ; that is, G fM G , andp p
Ž .Ž .    then fM G , since G and G are coprime integers. It comesp Ž p4.
out that there is an injective map from the Sylow p-subgroup
Ž Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .. Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž p.Ž . Ž p.Ž .M G *M G of M G *M G to M G *M G ; thusp
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž ..M G *M G  M G *M G is isomorphic to app
Ž p.Ž . Ž p.Ž .subgroup of  M G *M G . Since r commutes with the mul- p
tiplication by e , this isomorphism still commutes with the multiplicationB
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .by e and therefore M B *M B is isomorphic to a subgroup ofB
Ž p.Ž . Ž p.Ž . Ž . Ž . M B *M B , so that det C B divides Ł det C B andp pp
lŽ B .Ž .d B .
Ž .COROLLARY 3.2. The elementary diisors of C G in Z are those in R ,
  Ž .which hae been gien in 10, 2.4 . Moreoer the elementary diisors of D G
in Z are 1.
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Proof. Besides the difference by some units in R , the elementary
Ž .divisors of C G in Z are those in R . By Theorem 3.1, the elementary
Ž .divisors of C G in Z are -numbers; thus they are in R , and so are the
Ž .  elementary divisors of C G given by Staszewski in 10, 2.4 .
Ž .T Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Since D G is the matrix of the map M G M G *M G *
Ž .which is surjective, the elementary divisors of D G in Z are 1.
4. CHARACTERS IN A -BLOCK
Ž .   Ž . kŽG .LEMMA 4.1. For any   Irr G , setting   G r  Ý  i i   i i1 i j j
Ž .with   Z for 1 i, j k G , we hae:i j
Ž .i    .i j ji
Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ii If   B Blk G , then  M B and, in particular, if i  i i
and  are not in the same -block, then   0.j i j
Ž . kŽG .  iii Ý    G  .s1 si s j i j
Ž . Ž . Ž .iv  1 diides  ; in particular,  1 is a generalized charac-i  i j i i 
ter of G.
Ž . Ž .v For any -number h 1, h 1 is not a generalized characteri i 
of G.
Ž .    Proof. i    ,    ,    .i j i j j i ji
Ž . Ž .Ž .     Ž .ii  M G by 1, IV,2.1 , and, e .  G r e .   ori B i   B i i
0 according to whether   B or not. Then the results hold.i
Ž .     kŽG .iii G    , Ý   . i j i j s1 i s js
Ž . Ž     . Ž . lŽG . Ž   Ž . Ž .. Ž 1 .iv   G  G  1 Ý C  x  1  x i j i s1 s i s i j s
Ž   Ž .  . lŽG . Ž . Ž 1 . Ž .G  1 G Ý  x  x , where the x , 1 s l G , are a set of i s1 i s j s s
 representatives of the set of  -classes of G with C being the length ofs
 the class C containing x , and  is the central character of Q  Gs s i
lŽG . Ž . Ž 1 .     Ž .associated with  ; thus Ý  x  x  G  G  1 is an alge-i s1 i s j s i j i
braic integer and also a rational number. So it is a rational integer, and
Ž .then  1 divides  .i  i j
Ž . Ž . Ž .v If h 1 is a generalized character of G, then h 1i i  i i 
Ž .Ž .   Ž . Ž .   Ž . Ž .M G , and therefore G divides  1 h 1  G  1 h 1 i i  i i 
 by 6, 1.1 , a contradiction.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.2. Let B Blk G and   B, set h  h  , and de- j j j
Ž .note by k h the number of characters in B of -height h. If there exists a
-height zero character in B, then
1dŽ B . 2 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i k B Ý k h h  1	 d B .h1 4
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Furthermore, if B has a character of -height greater than 1, then
1 2 2Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž .  4ii k B  d B h , where h min h   1   B .0 0 j j2
Ž . Ž .iii The -height of any character in B is less than d B .
Ž . Ž .  Proof. i Fix   B with h   1 and set G  Ý   ;i i i   B i j jj
Ž   Ž ..then h divides   G d B by Lemma 4.1, and so we getj i j
2 2 i i i j2	 h Ý Ýjž / ž /   G d B G d BŽ . Ž . ji , B Bj j
 i i d B ,Ž . ž / G d BŽ .
Ž .where the last equality holds by Lemma 4.1 iii . Hence
2 i i i i2k B  h  1 	 d BŽ . Ž .Ý j ž / ž /   G d B G d BŽ . Ž . Bj
1 2 1	 d B .Ž .
4
Ž . Ž . Ž .ii and iii Assume that h  1 for some j. By Lemma 4.1 iv ,j
  Ž   Ž .. G d B  h for any   B, so that we haves j j s
2 s j 2 2 k B  1 h  k 1 hŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý j jž / G d BŽ .sj ,  Bs
Ž .and again by Lemma 4.1 iii we get
2  1j j j j 22k 1 h  d B   d B .Ž . Ž . Ž .j ž / ž /   G d B G d B 4Ž . Ž . 
1 2 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž   Ž ..In particular, k 1  d B h , and d B    G d B  h , i.e.,0 j j j4
Ž . Ž . Ž .d B  h , which proves iii . On the other hand, by ij
Ž .d B 1 22 2k B  k 1 h  k h h  1 d B ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ý0 4h1
1 2 2Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž .so that k B  k 1 	 k B  k 1  d B h , which proves ii .02
 For any Q  -valued class function  of G, define the kernel of  as
 Ž . Ž .4 Ž .Ker  gG   g   1 . For any B Blk G , define the kernel
of B as Ker B Ker . B
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Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.3. If B Blk G then Ker BO Ker Ker
  
Ž .O G for any  B. 
Ž .Proof. Set  Ý  1  ; then Ker BKer . We know thatB  B B
Ž .  4 x  0 for any xG  1 by Lemma 2.2, and so Ker is aB  B
Ž . Ž . -normal subgroup of G; thus KerBO G 
KerO Ker for   
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .any  B. On the other hand, 1  x  1    x   1 for any
Ž .   Ž .xO Ker and any   B by 10, 4.5 ; hence O Ker KerB,   
Ž .and so KerBO Ker . 
Following Isaacs, for a -separable group, the principal indecomposable
characters and the -Brauer characters may be chosen as the canonical
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .basis of M G and M G *, respectively.
Ž .COROLLARY 4.4. If G is a -separable group and B Blk G , then
KerBKer	 for any principal indecomposable character 	 in B.j j
 Proof. By 2, 10.1 , 	 Ý d  , with d  0 and obviously wej   B i j i i ji
have KerB Ker Ker	 . On the other hand, for any gd  0 i ji j
Ker	 , we have thatj
 d  1  d  g  d  g  d  1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýi j i i j i i j i i j i
d 0 d 0 d 0 d 0i j i j i j i j
Ž . Ž .and therefore, for any   B with d  0, we get  g   1 ; i.e.,i i j
Ker	  Ker . Thus Ker	  Ker is a  -normal sub-j d  0 i j d  0 ii j i j
Ž .group of G and then, for any  with d  0, Ker	 O G 
Ker i i j j   i
KerB.
Ž .THEOREM 4.5. If G is a -separable group, B Blk G , and M
Ž . Ker , then MKerBO GKerB .B Ž B .  
Ž .Proof. Set GGKerB. For any  B B , we have that  
Ž .   Ž .   Ž .B G by 12, 5.7 , and then O G Ker by 2, 5.3 ; i.e., O G    
MKerB. On the other hand, if xM is a -regular element, then
Ž . Ž .   x   1 for any  B by 2, 10.1 ; i.e., xKerB, and hence MKerB
Ž .is a -group. Thus MKerBO GKerB .
5. THE -BLOCK CLIFFORD THEOREM
Ž .For any B Blk G , e Ý e is a primitive idempotent of B  B 
1 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž   .Z R G , where e  Ý  1  g g Z Q  G ; thus  B if   gGG
Ž . Ž . Ž .and only if  e   1 , and  B if and only if  e  0.B B
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Ž . g Ž .If NG, b Blk N and gG, then e  Z R N and it is still a b 
primitive idempotent, which is associated with a -block, namely b g; call
g g  g  4 gb a conjugate of b. It is easy to see that b    b  b ,b  b pp
where b are the p-blocks in b for any p  . If  b  b thenp p
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .T   T b  T b , where T  , T b and T b are the stabiliz-G G p G G G p G
G Ž . Ž . xers of  , b , and b in G, respectively. Set Tr e Ý e ;p T Žb. b xT Žb.G bG Gx   Ž . G Ž .since e e  0 by 10, 4.1 for xG T b , Tr e is an idempotentb b G T Žb. bG
Ž . Ž .of Z R G and therefore there is a subset S of Blk G such that 
G Ž .Tr e Ý e . Say that B lies over b or b is covered by BT Žb. b B S BG G Ž .whenever e is a constituent of the above decomposition of Tr e .B T Žb. bGG Ž .ŽObviously, B lies over b if and only if e  e Tr e B B T Žb. bG
Ž . x.Ý e e or, equivalently, if and only if e e  0.xT Žb.G B b B bG
Ž .LEMMA 5.1. Let N be a normal subgroup of G. Then B Blk G lies
Ž .oer b Blk N if and only if , for any  B, there exists  b such that
   ,   0.N
G Ž .Proof. If e appears in the decomposition of Tr e , then for anyB GŽb. b
 B, one gets
G x   1   e   Tr e   e  G : T b  e ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .ÝŽ .B T Žb. b b G bG
Ž .xT b GG
Ž . Ž . Ž .  thus 0  e Ý  e Ý  1  ,  , and then there existsNb   b    b
   b fulfilling  ,   0.N
Conversely, suppose that e does not appear in the decomposition ofB
G Ž . Ž G Ž ..Tr e ; then  Tr e  0 holds for any  B, and thereforeT Žb. b T Žb. bG G  Ž .   Ý  ,    1  0, which contradicts the fact that  ,   0 holdsN N  b
for some  b.
 By the Clifford theorem of characters and 10, 1.3 , one can prove that B
Ž . Ž .lying over b is equivalent to the existence of  IBr B and  IBr b 
   Ž .such that  ,   0. Denote by Blk G  b the set of -blocks of GN G  
lying over b.
Now we follow Puig’s way, viewing R G as an interior G-algebra, to
prove a -block Clifford theorem. Although Puig considers the algebras
 over a local domain O 11 and our domain R is not local, statements in
 11, Sect. 16 about algebra induction still hold for algebras over R .
Ž . Ž . GŽ . Ž .Let NG, b Blk N , T T b , and e Tr e ; then e R T G T b b 
Ž .is an interior T-algebra and e R G is an interior G-algebra. For any
x  xxG T , e and e  e are orthogonal by 10, 4.1 and therefore web b b
GŽ Ž . . Ž .  have Ind e R G e  e R G as interior G-algebras by 11, 16.6 ,T b  b 
GŽ Ž . . Ž .where Ind e R G e  R G e R G e  R G. Note thatT b  b  R T b  b R T  
the equality e xe  0 for xG T implies that e xe  0 and thus web b b b
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Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .have that e R G e  Ý e R xT e  e R T . Hence,b  b xG T b  b b 
GŽ Ž .. Ž .  Ind e R T  e R G as interior G-algebras. By 11, 16.1 , we haveT b  
G Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..that Ind e R T  M e R T as R -algebras, whereT b  G : T  b  
Ž Ž ..     Ž .M e R T is the G : T  G : T -matrix algebra over e R T , andG : T  b  b 
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..we get that Z e R T  Z e R G as R -algebras by matrix theory.b   
Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..Explicitly, the isomorphism Z e R T  Z e R G maps z b  
Ž Ž .. GŽ . nZ e R T onto Tr 1 z 1 . So, if e Ý e is the decomposition˜b  T b i1 Bi
Ž . GŽ . n GŽ .of -block idempotents in Z R T , then e Tr e Ý Tr e is˜ T b i1 T Bi
Ž .the decomposition of -block idempotents in Z R G ; i.e., -blocks of T
lying over b are in one-to-one correspondence with -blocks of G lying
over b.
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 5.2. Let NG, b  Blk N , T  T b  G, and G
GŽ . GŽ Ž .. Ž .e Tr e . Then Ind e R T  e R G as interior G-algebras. InT b T b  
particular:
Ž . Ž .i There is a one-to-one correspondence between Blk T  b and
˜Ž . Ž . Ž .Blk G  b . Let B Blk T  b and B Blk G  b corresponding to  
Ž .each other as in i . Then
G ˜Ž .  4ii B    B .
G Ž . ˜ Ž . Ž . ˜Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii Ind induces isomorphisms M B M B and M B *T
Ž .Ž .M B *.
˜Ž . Ž . Ž .iv There exists an inertible matrix M of integers with D B D B M
˜ TŽ . Ž .and then C B M C B M.
Moreoer:
˜Ž .v If D is a defect group of B, then D is also a defect group of B.
GŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. Ind e R T  e R G , i , and ii are proved by the aboveT b  
˜Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .discussion; moreover, if we set M B  e .M T and M B  e .M G ,B˜ B
G ˜Ž . Ž .then in fact we have the isomorphism Ind : M B M B .T
˜ G xŽ .iii For a  B, we have that  Ý  , and thereforexT G
e . G   . Since e e  e , we have e e . G  e . G   . Now we get˜ ˜ ˜ ˜ ˜B b B B b B B
G ˜Ž . Ž .that the inverse of the isomorphism above is e .Res : M B M B .b T
GŽ Ž .Ž .. Ž .Ž . GŽ Ž .Ž ..Moreover, since Ind M T  M G and Res M G T T
Ž . Ž . ˜ Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M T , and remembering that M B  e .M T , that M B B˜
Ž . G G Ž . ˜ Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e .M G , and that e  Tr e , we get that Ind : M B M B˜B B T B T
Ž . ˜ Ž .Ž . Ž .and dually M B *M B *.
˜ Ž . ˜Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iv D B and D B are the matrices of the inclusions M B 
˜ Ž . ˜Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M B and M B M B , respectively. Since, by iii , we have M B 
Ž . ˜ Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .M B and M B M B , there is an invertible matrix M of integers
˜ ˜ TŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .fulfilling D B D B M, and therefore C B M C B M.
˜Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .v d B  d B holds for any p  by ii . Since D is a defectp p
˜group of B, according to Lemma 2.4, we have to find a p-block B  B forp
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Ž .any p  , such that D  Syl D is a defect group of B . By Definitionp p p
˜ ˜2.3, for any p  , there exists a p-block B  B with D being a defectp p
˜ ˜group of B . Choose a p-block b  b of N lying under B ; thenp p p
Ž .T b  T , and by the p-block Clifford theorem, there exists a p-blockG p
G ˜ 4B of G lying over b , such that we have B     B and D is ap p p p p
Ž .defect group of B . Since B  B by ii , the statement holds.p p
In the rest of this section, we assume that G is a -separable group. The
principal indecomposable characters and the -Brauer characters of G
can be chosen from the B -characters, so that the invertible matrix M in 
Ž . Ž .Theorem 5.2 iv is the unity matrix, and then Theorem 5.2 iv generalizes
 12, 3.7 .
Ž . Ž Ž ..Suppose that B Blk G lies over  Irr O G and let T be the  
 stabilizer of  in G. Slattery in 9, 2.2 defines inductively Slattery defect
groups of B as follows: If TG, then define the defect groups of B as
the Hall -subgroups of G; if TG, by the Fong correspondence
˜ G ˜  Ž .  4theorem 8, 2.10 , there exists B Blk T such that B    B ,
and then define the defect groups of B as the G-conjugate of the defect
˜groups of B.
  Ž . GLEMMA 5.3 9, 2.7 . Let NG,  b Blk N , and    B
˜Ž .Blk G . If D is a Slattery defect group of b, then there exists a Slattery defect
˜group D of B with DD.
Ž . Ž .  Ž .For N G and  IBr N , set IBr G     IBr G   
   4 ,   0 .N
  Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .LEMMA 5.4 3, 3.2 . Let NG and  B N so r   IBr N ,    
. Ž . Ž Ž .. Žas our notation . Then T  and T r  the inariant groups of  andG G  
Ž . .r  in G, respectiely are the same, and there is a one-to-one correspon- 
Ž Ž . Ž ..dence between the -Brauer characters in IBr T   r  and that in G  
Ž Ž ..IBr G  r  under character induction.  
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 5.5. Let NG, b Blk N and T T b G. Let G
˜ Ž . Ž .B Blk T  b and B Blk G  b be corresponding -blocks as in The- 
Ž .orem 5.2 i . Then
Ž .i There is a one-to-one correspondence between the principal inde-
˜Ž .composable characters or the -Brauer characters in B and that in B under
character induction.
˜Ž .ii B and B hae the same decomposition matrix and the Cartan
matrix.
˜Ž .iii B and B hae a common Slattery defect group.
˜Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i and ii For any  B B and any irreducible constituent  
 Ž .   Ž Ž ..Gof  ,  belongs to B b by 2, 6.5 and 7.1 , and then r  N    
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Ž . G Ž .IBr G by Lemma 5.4; since   B by Theorem 5.2 ii , we have
G ˜Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .r   IBr B . Conversely, if  B B , then there exists  B    
G Ž . Ž Ž ..Gsuch that   by Theorem 5.2 ii and therefore, since r   
˜Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .r   IBr B , we have r   IBr B by Lemma 5.4. Thus, by     
Ž . GTheorem 5.2 iv , the matrix M is the matrix of the inclusions Ind :T
Ž . ˜ Ž . G Ž . ˜ Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .M B M B and Ind : M B *M B *, so M is the unityT
matrix by the above discussion, and the statements hold.
˜ ˜Ž .iii Let D be a Slattery defect group of B. There exists a Slattery
˜ Ž .defect group D of B with DD by Lemma 5.3 and Theorem 5.2 ii ;
G ˜ Ž .  4  Ž . 4hence, since g.c.d.  1  B  g.c.d.  1   B , we have that 
˜ ˜   D  D and then DD.
6. -BLOCKS IN A FACTOR GROUP
We fix the following notation throughout this section: NG, GGN,
Ž .and B N is the principal -block of N, namely the -block which0
contains the unity character 1 .N
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 6.1. For any B Blk G , there exists B Blk G lying 
Ž . Ž . Ž .oer B N such that B B. Conersely, if B Blk G lies oer B N ,0  0
Ž . Ž .  then there exists B Blk G such that B B. In this case d B N 
Ž . Ž .  diides d B , and if there exists  B of -height zero in B, then d B N 
Ž . d B .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let  B Blk G ; considering  as an element of Irr G ,
Ž .there exists B Blk G such that  B. We have to prove that B lies
Ž .over B N and that for any   B,   B holds. By the definition of a0
-block, we may assume that there exist p   , and  i
 ,  , . . . ,  ,     B, such that  and  are in the same1 2 t t	1 i i	1
p -block for 1 i t. By the corresponding statement about p-blocks 1,i
V, 4.1 , we have that  ,  are in the same p -block of G lying over thei i	1 i
principal p -block of N; thus  ,   are in the same -block of G lyingi
Ž . Ž .over B N , so   B and B lies over B N .0 0
Ž . Ž .Conversely, if B Blk G lies over B N then, for any p  , B 0
contains a p-block B lying over the principal p-block of N, so there is ap
Ž .p-block B of G with B  B ; choose B Blk G with B  B. By thep p p  p
Ž .above proof, there exists a B Blk G with B B; we must have that
B B, and so B B.
 Ž .  4  Ž . 4By B B, we have that g.c.d.  1  B divides g.c.d.  1  B , 
  Ž .   Ž . Ž .   Ž .i.e., G d B divides G d B , and so d B N divides d B . If there  
Ž .   Ž .   Ž .   Ž .exists  B with  1  G d B , then G d B divides G d B ,  
Ž .   Ž .and therefore we get that d B N  d B .
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Ž .  Ž .COROLLARY 6.2. If N is a  -group, then Blk G  B Blk G N 
4 Ž .KerB and moreoer, if D is a defect group of B Blk G in G, then
DNN is a defect group of B in G.
Ž . Ž .Proof. For any B Blk G , let B Blk G with B B. For any 
-regular element y and any -singular element z of G, yN and zN are a
-regular element and a -singular element of G, respectively; then
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý  y  z Ý  yN  zN  0 holds and therefore B is a B  B
-block of G by Lemma 2.2. Hence, B B and NKerB. Conversely,
Ž . Ž .for any B Blk G with NKerB, let B Blk G with B B. Then 
Ž .  Ž .the above proof asserts that B B; thus Blk G  B Blk G N 
4KerB .
By Definition 2.3, if D is a defect group of B in G, then for any p  ,
Ž . Ž .there exists a p-block B  B of G such that we have d B  d B andp p p p
Ž .D  Syl D is a p-defect group of B in G. Since N is a p-group, byp p p
 the corresponding statement about p-blocks 1, V, 4.3 , we have B p
Ž .Blk G and D NN is a p-defect group of B in G. Now, sincep p p
Ž .Ł D NN Ł D NNDNN, DNN is a defect group of Bp p p p
in G by Lemma 2.4.
Ž .COROLLARY 6.3. If N is a -group, then for any B Blk G , there
Ž .exists B Blk G such that B B.
 Ž . Ž .Proof. By 7, Corollary 3 i , N has only one -block B N ; thus any0
Ž . Ž .B Blk G lies over B N by Lemma 5.1. Then the statement follows 0
from Theorem 6.1.
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